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Tom’s Ten Data Tips – November 2012 
 
Data warehouse automation 
Data warehouse (DWH) automation is a relatively new and burgeoning 
field. Design patterns have emerged that enable generating software 
code, which greatly speeds up delivery of business intelligence (BI) 
solutions. Data warehouse automation also helps to manage 
development errors. Instead of inspecting for (erratic) “human errors” 
(traditional DWH development involves a lot of manual work), defaults 
can be traced back to transformation logic in the code generation 
software or in the metadata that were used as input for this.  
 
Dramatic improvement in productivity (about a factor 5-10 or even 
more is repeatedly observed) easily offsets investments in the tools 
required for this. On top of that, when you use these tools, DWH 
maintenance provides more control and predictability so that costs 
become more manageable. 
 
 
1. The Entire Information Delivery Chain Is Amenable To 
Automation 
There are many steps involved in delivering BI solutions. From 
requirements analysis, data source profiling, information modeling, 
warehouse design, data loading, to delivery, to name just a few steps. 
Increasingly, tools are now available that can enhance productivity in 
all of these steps.  
 
In the early years of data warehouse development, 60%-90% of 
resources were spent delivering ETL (for Extract, Transform, Load). 
This phase is sometimes also referred to as “data integration.” Quite 
naturally, that is where the first automation efforts were spent. Early 
tools like Kalido, BIReady, or WhereScape, have been around for about 
a decade, and this field is now maturing rapidly. On top of that, 
functionality is expanding, and new (as well as some existing) tools 
offer support for other steps in the information producing value chain.  
 
 
2. “Automation” Can Take On Many Forms 
DWH automation is most often thought of as generating ETL (Extract, 
Transform, Load mapping code) and DDL (Data Definition Language) 
based on a meta model for information delivery. And indeed, this is 

“turning data into dollars” 
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where most of the tools in this space are currently focusing. But 
generating code isn’t where DWH automation should start, and neither 
where it ought to end. Requirements gathering can be expedited by 
using a proven and standardized approach. An excellent example of 
this has been documented by Corr (2011). Documentation of the 
system as built can be generated by smart tools. Support for 
maintenance (e.g.: revisions or updates to loading logic) can be 
executed by data warehouse automation tools. Etc. 
 
In short: the entire information producing value chain is amenable to 
support by standardized processes and code generation tools. All of 
these serve to expedite delivery, and shrink development cycles, 
hence boosting value creation by the BI team.   
 
 
3. Code Generation Forces Early Delivery Of Metadata 
Data warehouse automation is sometimes also referred to as metadata 
driven development. The parameters that determine the code that 
gets generated (ETL for extract, transform, load) are all crucial 
metadata. A secondary effect of using DWH automation tools is that 
these same metadata are required at the start of the development 
process, to generate transformation code from staging to DWH, and 
from DWH to data mart (in a three tiered architecture). 
 
When you’re handcrafting a data warehouse, regardless of whether 
you use ETL tools or handwrite your SQL (Structured Query Language) 
code, often this metadata is wanting. Developers deliver solutions 
based on imperfect information analysis, making their best 
assumptions. It is often only after (initial) delivery that developers 
discover the shortcomings in their metadata. By generating the code 
from metadata, the delivery cycle time is significantly reduced. On top 
of that, the crucial metadata will quickly become exposed as the culprit 
for incomplete requirements specification. This embodies the Agile 
principle of “failing early”, by exposing risky parts of delivery at the 
beginning of the project. 
 
 
4. Standardized Data Models Enable Automation 
Data Vault is an example of a popular, special purpose data warehouse 
modeling paradigm. Because of the high standardization, this modeling 
approach lends itself particularly well to automation. There are (only) 
three types of tables in a Data Vault model: Hubs, Links, and Satellites 
(Linstedt, 2011). A limited number of transformation algorithms suffice 
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to generate all the loading logic, which allows entire data warehouses 
to be built automatically.  
 
Two “schools of thought” have lived alongside: one where the 
structure of primary and foreign keys drives the transformation logic, 
also called Source Vault modeling. Data Vault models as proposed by 
founders Dan Linstedt (the “godfather” of Data Vault) or Hans Hultgren 
(an early ambassador), are driven by information analysis rather than 
source data structure. Essentially, the business concepts “drive” the 
way your data warehouse should be modeled in this school of thought. 
The latter is sometimes also called “Business Vault” although that term 
has been used with several other connotations as well.  
 
Source Vault data models add nothing to bridging the semantic gap 
between source systems and data presentation to end-users (they 
merely serve to store history efficiently). That implies all the “heavy 
lifting” (“Big T” transformations) gets deferred downstream (see also 
tip# 6), and might create an even bigger ‘bottleneck’ there. Pretty 
much all DWH code generation tools currently available are capable of 
coming up with a proposed data model that is based on the source 
system structure (primary & foreign keys). Several tools offer a choice 
between Data Vault, 3NF, or dimensional models. Some tools also 
enable you to override that initial transformation heuristic, and create 
a Data Vault model based on information analysis. If you would like to 
retain the option of embedding at least some information analysis in 
your Data Vault model, make sure your tool(s) supports this. 
 
 
5. Balance Semantic Translation In Three-Tiered Architectures 
Currently there are two dominant data warehouse architecture 
topologies: one where data are modeled in dimensional structures 
from a staging layer (the “Kimball” approach), and three-tiered 
architectures like (classical) Inmon or hyper normalized models (e.g.: 
Data Vault or Anchor modeling).  
 
In two-tiered models, you bridge the entire semantic gap in one big 
transformation (“Big T”); in three-tiered models you may use both 
steps to “share” some of the burden of bridging this chasm (Hultgren, 
2012). As an added benefit of this three-tiered architecture, you can 
then distribute more or less raw, semi-modeled data out of the 
intermediate stage to end-users for “self-service BI” purposes. These 
data may or may not have undergone some cleansing. You divide and 
conquer by shifting/sharing the burden between source to DWH, and 
DWH to data mart, and by making a range of little to more “refined” 
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data available to end users (from raw data, to cleansed data, to 
dimensional models). 
 
 
6. The “Big T” Is Where Most Hard Work Gets Done 
The step from DWH to data mart in Data Vault and other hyper 
normalized models is where most of the “heavy lifting” gets done. This 
is where data turn into information. Here business rules, selects, 
aggregations, etc., define how data should be interpreted to business 
end-users.  
 
This step from DWH to data mart is amenable to automation, but it 
requires an interface that enables you to input meaning, semantic 
interpretation of stored facts. The “semantic” part is never going to be 
entirely computer generated without first identifying how data should 
be interpreted. This is an essentially human endeavor now, and will 
remain so in the future! 
 
 
7. Kimball (Two-Tier) Architectures Can Avoid Technical Debt 
By Engineering Persistent Staging 
Kimball architectures pose a challenge to Agile BI teams because the 
architecture forces developers to choose (too) early which attributes to 
include and how to conform dimensions. This runs counter to the Agile 
principle of delaying decisions to the last responsible moment. And 
when you later want to add dimensional attributes (or alter the way 
dimensions are conformed), you run up against technical debt because 
there are only one of three unattractive choices: either leave history 
“missing” for this new attribute (incorrect when it is in fact known), set 
history at the current value (which is incorrect if the value changed in 
the past, and that was likely the whole point of adding this attribute), 
or reload history which means rerunning the “initial load”, a 
cumbersome and CPU and I/O intensive process that gets increasingly 
expensive as time goes by (hence accruing technical debt). The only 
alternative is reassigning surrogate keys, the kind of job that keeps 
your DBA up at night, waking up with terrible nightmares…  (see 
Kimball tips #149 “facing the re-keying crisis”) 
 
There is, however, a way out of this conundrum that can work quite 
well, provided data volumes are not prohibitive. Besides the CPU and 
I/O there is a much nastier problem that comes into play when the 
structure of source system files changes over time. Usually 
(fortunately) this only manifests itself by columns being added to 
source files. When you automate (!) all historical input files in your 
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persistent staging layer to be recreated according to the structure of 
the latest data provided (e.g.: filling columns that didn’t exist back 
then with NULL), then you can rerun the initial load using (only) your 
latest version of ETL. This is much more manageable than having to 
partition the reload job through all subsequent ETL versions by time 
slice, which quickly becomes exceedingly difficult to manage. 
Rerunning the initial load using only the latest ETL version, by 
contrast, may be time and computer-resource intensive, but at least is 
a reasonable (and more or less sustainable) choice if you take all costs 
into consideration, and given that you don’t expect all that many 
changes of this kind. 
 
 
8. Apply Little’s Law Throughout The Information Value Chain 
To Enable “Flow” 
Little’s Law is used mainly in manufacturing and Operations Research. 
It states: L = λ × W, where L stands for the number of items Work-in-
Progress, λ is the arrival rate of new work, and W stands for the 
(average) waiting time. This deceptively simple mathematical law 
relates (average) “waiting time” in a system to the rate at which work 
enters the system. Although this linear relationship –at first– seems 
pretty intuitive, it is still a quite remarkable relationship for a few 
reasons. 

 
First of all, no assumptions are made in Little’s Law about variable 
distributions. It’s clear that waiting time is skewed: it can be reduced, 
and further reduced, but can never go below zero. When a bottleneck 
arises somewhere, waiting times can go up and up. Waiting times 
could even be a bi-modal distribution if work passes through two (or 
even more) distinct processes with their own resolution characteristics. 
Little’s Law holds regardless. 
 
Another remarkable consequence of its simplicity has to do with the 
fact that Little’s Law holds regardless of how you define (the 
boundaries of) the system. So Little’s Law holds for a system as a 
whole, and also for all of its constituent parts. By applying it to all 
intermediate steps in a value chain, and monitoring arrival rates and 
waiting times, you have perfect data to “iron out” any wrinkles in 
continuous flow. Automation can expedite parts of your information 
value chain, which in itself can cause new bottlenecks you want to 
monitor. The data from Little’s Law quantify nature and magnitude of 
bottlenecks, and provide clear guidance on where to focus attention in 
order to improve the flow of work through your value chain. 
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9. Shrinking Cycle Time Creates A Double Whammy 
By applying automation to the information producing value chain, you 
are effectively shrinking the cycle time for creating BI products. 
Building a data warehouse (and derived information products) should 
ultimately turn into a program rather than a project. If you buy into 
this notion, then building solutions can be seen as cyclical rather than 
linear. You don’t (expect to) create a report for once and for all. Often, 
no sooner then a report gets issued, or the first change requests are 
already coming in. Which should be considered good news, by the 
way, because it means this report is getting used! It also signifies this 
report is valuable, because apparently it triggers new questions. More 
good news. So change is always to be expected, and development is 
(almost) always ongoing.  
 
Any gain in productivity that can sustainably shrink cycle time (drive 
down turnaround time), will gain you exponential improvement in 
productivity. A 10% productivity improvement per cycle compounds 
over time when cycle time gets shrunk. When automation tools 
become integrated in a team’s way of working, such an exponential 
gain typically follows. This might well be one of the reasons why some 
highly successful teams achieve uncanny results: their pace 
sometimes seems “too good to be true.” When you reach from a linear 
(one off) to an exponential improvement, indeed the results are 
spectacular. Teams with a handful of (highly skilled) developers have 
been known to deliver entire EDW’s within 6-12 months. Of course 
over time some balancing loop will kick in, either corporate data 
governance, lack of development focus (information users going of in 
all different directions), or what you have. 
 
 
10. Data Warehouse Automation Does Not Provide A “Free 
Lunch” 
The “magic” of dramatic improvement in productivity might lure 
management into believing a “free lunch” has finally (!) arrived. It 
hasn’t. The gains from data warehouse automation are significant and 
real, but they do come at a cost. Unless you are relying on free or 
Open Source (Quipu, Weber’s PDI framework, etc.) solutions, there is 
the obvious software licensing cost. And with the introduction of new 
technology, there is always a “learning curve” which implies you won’t 
be productive from day one.  
 
Foremost, relying on automation to generate data warehouses requires 
professionals with expertise at a higher level of abstraction. Deep 
insight in architecture, temporal data modeling, and managing the 
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data logistics process are key. All of these capabilities will come under 
immense pressure once your speed of development accelerates. 
Preempt any of these factors becoming your next bottleneck to 
delivery by building skills (which perforce only bears fruit with a  
delay) before they lie on the critical path. 
 
 


